
This book contains 2 challenges to play using your own
set of Scrabble® or Bananagram® tiles or a pencil and

eraser.

Goal

The goal of each 26 TO FIX challenge is to decode 26
mystery words by fitting their fragments with missing

letters.

To fix a word, add only one letter tile to either the
beginning or end of each word fragment. Each set of

fragments is missing one letter and most fragments can
form at least two different words. These are solitaire
challenges that may also be played cooperatively.

How to Play

Grab 26 different letter tiles, one of each letter A-Z.
For each challenge, place one letter before or after each

of the word fragments in the grid. When the letter is
combined with a fragment, it must form a valid word with
3 to 5 letters. Shuffle around and move the tiles until you

have formed 26 valid words and completed the
challenge. Multiple solutions are possible.



Example

Many solutions are probable for each challenge.
Here's an example of the possibilities.

 

 



CHALLENGE #1

       

    

     

     

     

    

      

      

  

Mark off letters used if playing with a
pencil instead of tiles:

            
            



CHALLENGE #2

    

    

    

      

    

   

      

      

    

Mark off letters used if playing with a
pencil instead of tiles:

            
            



OUR SOLUTIONS
Challenge # 2: ARMY BAG CAB CAY DRUM FOR GRAD HEX HOP JOT KING KNOW LEAF NAB OAR OMEN PORE QUIP SAFE
TAXI UNBOX VAST VOW WIZ WOE ZINC

Challenge # 1: BOOM CALL DRY FAD FLAW FOOD FOX GULP HAM HOLD JUNE KNOT KOI LASH LOO LOOP NAB PAR PINE
QUILL SAGA SAP UPPED VEST WOK ZINC

Visit
www.WORDGAMES.me

for more word game add-ons.

Purchase 100 More Challenges via Etsy

These challenges are for your own personal use only. Please do not distribute.

All intellectual property rights to Scrabble® and Bananagrams® are owned by their respective owners:
Hasbro Inc and Bananagrams Inc.

The Game of Lost Letters is on Amazon
...

CRACK THE CODE WORDS is on
Amazon ... 26 TO FIX is on Amazon ...
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